As co chair of the London SCN, Donna Ockenden jointly hosted a learning and sharing
event on Maternal Mortality and Morbidity in September 2016.
A selection of comments from attendees:
'Well organised - good speakers, great opportunity to share good practices.'
'Good broad knowledge shared. Have taken on board views and will push forward with current
projects.'
'Great to share ideas and see how new innovations and practices have been implemented to
improve quality of care.'
'Exciting energy and enthusiasm shared about improving mothers' experience and the way
forward.'
'Varied topics with a broad spectrum of speakers.'
'Good practice examples and lots of tips - going home to tweet!'
'Excellent opportunity to share successful innovation.'
'Very detailed with case studies and achievements particularly with whose shoes.'
'Excellent resources, great workshop and examples.'
'Lots of good ideas to take away - far more than I expected to find.'
'Really enjoyable afternoon - lots of thought provoking ideas.'
'Lots to take back to commissioners and senior managers.'
'Have gained a lot from listening to the work going on in other Trusts and will take this back to my
own Trust in the hope that I can implement the toolkits and improve the care we provide.'
'Lots to read - huge practical examples.'
'Good broad knowledge shared. Have taken on board views and will push forward with current
projects.'
'A great day, great report and some fantastic feedback!'
'Just wanted to say a big thank you for the brilliant event today- from feedback at the table and
during lunch I think everyone else did too.
I am really proud of what has been achieved and look forward to the feedback and ideas that were
gathered during the day, which will inform our future work. Thanks again'

'Just joining in with the thanks for such a great organisational effort thank you all.
It was so encouraging to see such interest in improving outcomes and learning from each other.'
'What a great day yesterday! – Thank you all so much for the extraordinary amount of hard work
that was put in to make the event such a success. It was interesting, informative, moving,
energising and more. I feel very proud to be responsible for the clinical networks in London working
with outstanding clinical leads like you Donna.'
'Thank you for an excellent meeting yesterday. I thought that you did a great job with the report,
pulling out important themes, particularly those specific to London whilst acknowledging where the
themes are similar to MBBRACE'
'really valuable day, and I feel immensely privileged to be working with you all.'
'Really enjoyed the day and was really proud to be part of the team'

